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CONOR MURRAY 

To whom it may concern,

After carefully analysing the role description, I believe myself to be an excellent candidate for the position advertised.

Due to Covid-19, I have been made redundant due to Central Building Contractors Glasgow (CBC) going into administration 
and I am now looking for my next opportunity. 

My former role as Bid and Marketing Coordinator for CBC involved considerable amount of activities that are closely 
associated with this particular job role. 

My primary duties within the role included, but not limited to: 
• Re-Design, production and distribution preparation of marketing materials for social media channels and website.
• Devising and creating Marketing Strategies to implement.
• Maintaining the CBC website and reviewing data analytics for A/B testing, using the Umbraco CMS System.
• Consumer, Market and Competitor Research.
• Monitoring and managing social media using Content Management Systems, SEO skills and keyword analytics.
• Attending and/or presenting for the company at various events and exhibitions.
• Producing Internal Communications.
• Writing, designing and proof-reading of Pre-Qualifying Questionnaires and Tender submissions for projects 

(examples can be provided, if required).

In terms of Marketing Strategy, CBC has an advantage over competitors with its restoration and conservation division of the 
business. Thus, I developed the Marketing Campaign of ‘Stone Stories ‘where we created a brochure highlighting our most 
recent projects within the sector to increase our overall stature in this field of construction and specially target this gap in 
the market. For instance, I recorded, conducted and edited video interviews with a host of stakeholders including architects 
and conservation experts, who CBC worked with prior, to highlight our projects and give them further depth with information 
collected from these experts in their field. With this campaign, and other marketing tools I used, CBC saw a fundamental 
increase in their social media activity. Due to being a Business to Business (B2B) organisation, I decided to focus more so 
LinkedIn, but gained increases across all social channels. Since joining the company, CBC’s LinkedIn has seen a 70% increase 
in the followers they had beforehand, with both Instagram and Twitter growing by 75% and 18% respectively.  This has led 
to an increase in leads for the company, to which was our primary goal at the start of the campaign. 

In terms of education, I have achieved BA (Hons) in Marketing and also an HND in Practical Journalism, achieving a ‘2:1’ and 
an ‘A’ grade respectively. I feel that both of these have complimented each other tremendously throughout my work life, so 
far, as both enlist similar qualities including; content creation, feature writing, proof reading and more, allowing me to have 
a better grasp and understanding writing either for Business to Business or Business to Consumer (B2C) 

Please find overleaf my Curriculum Vitae, which presents my overall work experience, skills I’ve learned and developed, 
education and a short summary about myself. References can be provided on request, if required. 

A portfolio of my work, thus far in my career, can by found by clicking on the following icon - 

https://www.conormurray.net/


S K IL L S W   O R K   E X P E R IE N  C E 
CENTRAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS (GLASGOW) LTD:  17/06/2019 – 
17/06/2020 

MARKETING COORDINATOR - This position was a fixed-term contract for 
maternity cover. My role involved bringing a comprehensive digital 
strategy to the business, in an attempt to bring the business to the digital 
age.  

I achieved this by doing a complete overhaul of CBC’s social media, 
promotion of its services and final construction products, adding a 
competitive advantage over original video content, including interviews 
and ‘A Day in the Life Of’, and implementation of Marketing Campaigns. 

 I was also responsible for writing, editing, designing and organising the 
Pre-Qualifying Questionnaires and Tender Proposals for the business, 
resulting in multi-million pound projects being awarded to the company. 

PAPERCHASE :  (01/08/2017 - 10/06/2019) 

DEPARTMENT MANAGER – I was responsible of the card department, the 
highest grossing department in the store. My skills in sales, product 
promotion, customer service and passion for the Paperchase Brand were 

the main reasons I was given custody of this role.  

E D U C A T I O N 
UNIVERSITY WEST OF SCOTLAND (2014 – 2018) 

BA (Hons) Marketing (2 :1 Grade) 

CITY OF GLASGOW COLLEGE (2011 – 2013) 

HND Practical Journalism (‘A’ Grade) 

ST PAUL’S HIGH SCHOOL (2005 – 2011) 

Higher Qualification in: English (B), Business Management (B), 
Administration (B), Modern Studies (B) and Psychology (C) 

A B O U T  ME 
I believe I am a very open-minded and 
willing learner for any skills for the job at 
hand. In terms of my own productivity, I 
feel I can work well in both teams and 
individually, knowing how to use my 
own initiative for the task at hand.  

In terms of social activities, I try and 
keep fit with a multitude of interests 
including swimming, running and lifting 
weights. I enjoy my free time by relaxing 
with friends, cooking and playing guitar, 
to which I taught myself how to play 
utilising tutorial videos, little over 10 
years ago now.

In terms of Career Goals, I wish to 
pursue a career within Marketing and 
believe a position with this organisation 
can only enhance my my chances of 
fulfilling that aspiration.

CURRICULUM VITAE 

• Digital Marketing
• Marketing Communications
• Marketing Strategy
• Content Marketing
• Research and Data Collection

(Consumer, Competitor etc.)
• Copywriting
• Video Editing (Adobe Premiere Pro)
• Website Management
• Content Management Systems
• PPC Advertising
• Full UK Driving Licence




